
About BEMER
 ~ BEMER Stands for “Bio-Electro-Magnetic-Energy-Regulation”
 ~ Leading innovator in PEMF technology
 ~ Founded in 1998 - headquartered in Lichtenstein
 ~ Over 20 years in business 
 ~ FDA-cleared Class II Medical Device
 ~ Peer-reviewed medical publications (www.pubmed.gov)
 ~ Multiple international patents
 ~ Winner of multiple scientific and design awards
 ~ Proprietary signal configuration
 ~ Collaboration with NASA
 ~ A+ rating with the BBB

BEMER Enhances:
 ~ Nutrient and Oxygen Delivery
 ~ Local Blood Flow
 ~ Waste Removal
 ~ Muscle Conditioning
 ~ Performance
 ~ Physical Fitness
 ~ Muscular Strength
 ~ Endurance and Energy
 ~ Vitality and Well-Being
 ~ Stress Reduction and Relaxation
 ~ Sleep Management

Pro-Set GO Features:   
 ~ Non-invasive
 ~ Stimulates healthy muscles in order to improve and facilitate muscle performance
 ~ Temporarily improves local circulation in healthy muscles
 ~ Optimizes athletic training and accelerates the recovery process
 ~ Easy and quick to use: only 8 minutes, twice a day
 ~ The BEMER Pro-Set GO is lightweight and portable - perfect for someone who is 
constantly on the move! 

The BEMER Pro-Set GO Includes:
 ~ B.BOX Professional control unit
 ~ B.PAD and B.SPOT application modules for local and targeted application
 ~ B.SCAN, Wall Mount, Car Charger and Power Cable

BEMER Pro-Set GO Better Circulation. Better Health. Better Life.

Information and Fact Sheet

life.bemergroup.com

Distributor Contact Information

BEMER uses PEMF technology to deliver its proprietary signal throughout the body 
targeting the mircroculatory system resulting in optimized blood flow.



BEMER is used by world-class athletes & fitness gurus:

Brooke Burke
Celebrity, TV Host, Fitness Guru
“BEMER helps reinforce all the steps that 
I’m taking in preventative care, so I can 
live a long, healthy and active life. I started 
using BEMER twice a day for 8 minutes 
and it dramatically improved my sleep 
patterns, energy levels – I feel great.”

Lesley Paterson
5-Time Off-Road Triathlon World Champion
“As a professional triathlete, my body 
is subject to enormous stress because 
I swim, bike, and run for over 30 hours 
every week. Having quality recovery is the 
only way I can sustain this lifestyle and 
keep my immune system from crashing. 
My BEMER is a critical tool in my training 
regimen. I take it with me everywhere.”

Ben Garland
Offensive Guard for the San Francisco 49ers
“Whether I’m practicing on the field or 
training in the gym, my job is physically 
demanding every single day and using 
BEMER helps me be game-ready each 
week.”

Denise Mueller-Korenek
Professional Cyclist & Two-Time Guinness 
World Book Record Holder
“In September 2018, I set the World 
Record for the fastest human on a bicycle 
at 183.9mph, using the BEMER as an 
integral part of my daily preparation. 
I use my BEMER on specific programs 
during the day to help give me maximum 
performance, muscle stimulation and rest. 
The benefits of the BEMER help me go 
above and beyond in my training.”

Tyson McGuffin
4-Time National Pickleball Champion
“I’ve been using BEMER for the last 6 
months and I’ve seen a huge difference in 
my overall energy, vitality and endurance. 
I feel like the improved local blood [flow] 
in my leg muscles allows me to be fresh 
the next day … plus it allows me to sleep 
better and I feel sharper in the morning.”

Mike Weir
Professional Golfer & Masters Champion
“With years of competition and training 
taking a toll, BEMER has helped elevate 
my recovery to the next level, while also 
becoming a critical part of my preventative 
care routine. For me, there’s nothing quite 
like it.”

Miki Barber
World Champion Sprinter
“I use so much power [when I run] and 
it can be very taxing on the body. I’ve 
noticed that I can recover faster and I have 
more “pop” when I run since I’ve started 
using BEMER. I’m not as tired and my body 
doesn’t ache as much.”

Jordan Palmer
Former NFL Quarterback & Quarterback 
Coach
BEMER GO has allowed me to take 
recovery into my own hands and it fits 
seamlessly into my life

Amy Van Dyken
6-time Olympic Gold Swimming Champion 
“Since using BEMER, I have been 
recovering from my CrossFit workouts 
much faster. I feel refreshed when I wake 
up, and overall healthier.”

Mark Abma
Professional Extreme Skier

Rebecca Rusch
Ultra Endurance Pro Athlete

Louie Vito
Olympian, Professional Snowboarder

Jimmy Chin
Photographer, filmmaker, professional 
climber and skier.

 


